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Sociopath Lime Craven 2015-04-21 Reach for the scars... Remember me? Aeron Lore: happy and humble. A people person. All around nice guy. Even I can't say that with a straight face. But seriously, things are going great. Leo's
Dirty Pleasures Meghan March 2016-02-27 I did it. I married a billionaire. My reasons are my own, but the last thing I expected was to feel owned. I may have taken vows, but I’m still determined to be me. Now his rules are taking

behaving herself; I'm enjoying making sure she behaves. We're a great team. SilentWitn3ss, our live-streaming news project, has launched to my favorite things ever: controversy and profit. So when the FBI comes to me and

over my world, but I’m not the kind of girl to just obey. There’s only one problem: I might actually be falling for him… I have no idea how this marriage is going to go, but holding onto a piece of myself while succumbing to his dirty

wants to use SilentWitn3ss footage to trace a serial killer named Blood Honey, I'm only too happy to be superior-I mean, to help. And if Leo thinks the brutal Blood Honey and I have a few things in common, I guess that's to be

pleasures is shaping up to be the ride of a lifetime. Dirty Pleasures is the second book in the Dirty Billionaire Trilogy and should be read following Dirty Billionaire. Dirty Together, the conclusion of this filthy trilogy, is available now.

expected, given my rather unique preferences in the bedroom. My...condition. But I'm not like him. I can't stand that she would even think it. If his actions threaten my relationship with Leo, I'll hunt that fucker down myself. If he gets

* * * "What I just read, was perfection. Creighton Karas owns my heart!" ~Dirty Laundry Review "Meghan March has earned me as a fan for life!" ~Anas Attic Book Blog "Thank you Meghan March a BILLION times for Creighton

too close for comfort, I will make him bleed-and trust me, he's closer than I ever anticipated. There's a food chain, grasshoppers. The buck doesn't stop with him. It stops with me. Blood Honey is a nasty son of a bitch, but I can be

Karas!" ~Goodreads reviewer Topics: New York, Nashville, country music, country music romance, alpha male, billionaire, alpha male billionaire, alpha hero, billionaire hero, rich hero, rich alpha male, bad boy alpha, bad boy alpha

a lot worse. Question is...do I want to be?

billionaire, famous celebrity, celebrity romance, country star romance, rockstar romance, innocent heroine, feisty heroine, strong heroine, reformed bad boy, contemporary romance.

Amara's Calling C. L. Donley 2018-03-16 Amara's Calling is the first in the Billionaire's Club triology, the story of a young idealistic 20-something who goes to work for her crush and personal hero, Grayson Davis, a 30's Mark

Taking Home The Tycoon (Mills & Boon Desire) (Texas Cattleman's Club: Blackmail, Book 9) Catherine Mann 2017-09-01 Workaholic millionaire meets feisty single mum!

Zuckerberg type and CEO of an internet startup called Webster, the story world's equivalent of Facebook. Being a young African American woman in a predominantly white world, Amara is reticent to believe that she's actually

The What If Guy Lauren Blakely 2020-07-24 It should be an easy rule to follow - don't bang your boss... But I didn't know who he was when I met him. And the first time I saw him, our connection sounded like the stuff of romantic

caught the attention of the notorious playboy billionaire. When she discovers that she has, but not for the purposes of happily ever after, she decides to strike a deal with him: one million for the privilege of being his mistress. It

legends -- that whole "their eyes locked across a crowded room" moment that turned into more. I didn’t believe it. . . . until it happened to me. Fine, the charming, clever, sexy-as-sin guy in the tailored suit was only trying to buy the

seemed like a modern day win/win, but neither anticipates the emotional challenges their contract will bring. Will they inadvertently fall in love, or will the ghosts of their tragic pasts keep them apart?

same Snoopy lunchbox (as a gift!), but still, our eyes totally locked, and my lady parts definitely tingled as we vied for the prize. Naturally, I did what any badass business woman would do. Negotiated for the lunchbox, then found

Winning Hollywood's Goodest Girl Max Monroe 2020-06-10 Raquel and Harrison sitting in a tree, K-I-S-S-I-N-G. First comes love. Then comes marriage. Then comes a baby in the baby carriage. That's how her brother used to sing

my what-if guy online and made plans to see him the next night. One night only -- that was the deal we made. But one fantastic night had us both changing our minds in the morning. And making plans for another. Until I walked

it when we were kids-a simple ploy to get under my skin and make me stick my fist in his face-but man oh man, did he get the order wrong. One night of "kissing" in New York catapulted us straight to the pregnancy portion of the

into the office to learn he just bought my company. And here’s the biggest rule of romantic legends -- no matter what, don’t bang your boss. Especially if you’re already falling for him. THE WHAT IF GUY is a sexy standalone you

song-surprise!-and now I have to figure out how to carry out the whole melody in reverse. A baby on the way first. Then love and marriage? It's complicated on its best day. But our situation is far more problematic than just a

can escape into! The other standalone romances in The Guys Who Got Away series include Dear Sexy Ex Boyfriend and Thanks For Last Night, with A Guy Walks Into My Bar as an MM standalone spin-off!

simple twist of nursery rhyme lyrics. Before our night together, Raquel Weaver was the best-known good girl in Hollywood-a twenty-nine-year-old innocent beauty whom the world adored and watched like a hawk. Obviously, the

Dirty Billionaire Meghan March 2015-12-07 I've got a big ego and an even bigger bank account. That's pretty much where my bio ends. Honestly, I don't need to say anything else. I've just sold 99% of women on going home with

consequences of that kind of reputation don't just go away. Add in pregnancy hormones, the media, a fake fiancé, and a selfish manager, and you have the short list of my problems. As a thirty-four-year-old, successful CFO of a

me. Do I sound like a jerk to you? That's because I am. And guess what? It works for me just fine. Or at least it did. Until I met her. Books talk about sparks flying. With her, it was like emergency flares mixed with jet fuel. Or

multibillion-dollar media conglomerate, I thought I would be able to handle anything show business could throw my way, but I'm starting to think I might be in over my head. Good thing I'm all in. Winning Hollywood's goodest girl is

maybe just straight up napalm. Only one problem. She wouldn't tell me her name or her number when she disappeared from the hotel room after the hottest fucking night of my life. Now I've had a taste of the perfect woman—I

going to take everything I've got.

need it again. So what's a jerk to do? I took this problem to the street. A missed connection gone viral. And when I find her? I'm keeping her. Dirty Billionaire is the first book in the Dirty Billionaire Trilogy. All three books are now

Claimed by Him Red Garnier 2013-04-23 The Billionaire's Club-a fabulously sexy contemporary romance series about some of the world's wealthiest, most powerful men and the women they claim...and keep. In Claimed by Him,

available! Creighton and Holly's story continues in Dirty Pleasures and Dirty Together. WARNING: If you can't handle a dirty-talking, dominant alpha male, The Dirty Billionaire Trilogy may not be for you. If you're looking for your

Graves Buchanan has always been secretly obsessed with Chloe Lexington, an innocent "princess" who also happens to be his best friend's sister. But Graves would never dare touch her-his desires are too erotic, too deep...too

newest filthy billionaire book boyfriend, I'd love to introduce you to Creighton Karas. * * * This is a must-read for all those who love a hot, dirty mouthed alpha male. Dirty Billionaire was the first book I have read by Meghan March,

dark. Little does he know that Chloe is just as infatuated with Graves. She's dreamed about him for so long, despite her brother's warnings that she could never handle a man like him. Now that Chloe has turned twenty-five, what

but it won't be my last. I dare you not to want a Creighton Karas for yourself. ~Alpha Book Club This story moved along at a fast-pace, with characters that held my attention from start to finish. I listened to the Audible version, and

she wants for her birthday is Graves. But once she has him, can Chloe tame the passion that will be unleashed? Praise for Red Garnier "[Her] storylines are so intensely romantic, you can't help but fall in love."-Fallen Angel

I could not turn it off until I had finished the entire book. I was utterly captivated with this story! ~Obsessed with Myshelf This was brilliant. So dirty, hot, sexy, and fun! ~Red Cheeks Reads * * * Topics: New York, Nashville, country

Reviews (5 stars) "Smokin' hot." -RT Book Reviews on The Satin Sash "I wait in anticipation for the next titillating novel by this very talented author."-Two Lips Reviews

music, country music romance, alpha male, billionaire, alpha male billionaire, alpha hero, billionaire hero, rich hero, rich alpha male, bad boy alpha, bad boy alpha billionaire, famous celebrity, celebrity romance, country star

One Night with a Billionaire Katrina Ivory 2015-06-25 Nadia is an opinionated, independent young businesswoman who takes pride in being single and not relying on a man. But when she meets one of her customers, rich and

romance, rockstar romance, innocent heroine, feisty heroine, strong heroine, reformed bad boy, contemporary romance.

powerful CEO Henry Marcos, she begins to let her guard down as he shows her a more playful side of himself.

The Billionaire’s Pretend Girlfriend Leslie North Billionaire Daniel Trent needs a date for his best friend Grayson’s wedding, but he’s got a bit of a problem. His current closest relationship is with his house sitter, Jackie Stone, who

The Billionaire's Game Jan S. Scott 2014-01-26 His professional football career over due to a tragic accident, billionaire Kade Harrison takes on the task of solving a mystery for his brother-in-law and friend, Max Hamilton. Without

he’s never actually met. Their flirty notes about his beloved tankful of exotic fish are the only fun part of his busy work-only life. When he comes home early after a business trip to find Jackie naked in his bathtub, Daniel is

his former career to fill every minute of the day, Kade's looking for something to challenge him--now that he's lost the career that had meant everything to him. But what starts out as a simple favor soon becomes a whole lot more

pleasantly surprised to find the woman he likes is absolutely adorable. Grayson, assuming Daniel and Jackie are a couple, suggests Daniel bring her to his wedding. Teasing Daniel over his commitment issues, he even bets that

than he bargained for when the woman he's seeking slips away from him every time he gets close to finding her. When Kade does finally corner her, things start to get even more complicated. Asha Paritala is nothing like he

Daniel will end things before the wedding is over. After all, Daniel rarely gets past two dates with any woman. Daniel takes the bet, hoping that Jackie agrees to be his fake girlfriend. The worst thing that could happen is he’ll lose

expected, and the female he had tracked down as a favor for Max soon becomes a woman he wants for his very own, a woman who makes protective and highly predatory instincts he didn't know he had flare to life inside him.

the bet. He certainly won’t lose his heart... Though Jackie agrees to go as Daniel’s wedding date, it turns out the man is the worst boyfriend. Ever. There’s no way they’ll convince anyone at the pre-wedding festivities that they’re a

Kade soon discovers that he wants Asha's total surrender to the desire and passion that vibrates intensely between the two of them, but he also wants her trust, the one thing Asha's history makes it difficult for her to give. Can

couple. And she really, really wants Daniel to win that bet because he promised to pay for her final year of graduate school if he does. If she wants any chance of that happening, she knows they’ll have to practice acting like a

Kade convince her that some things are worth risking it all? Caught between two worlds, Asha Paritala is homeless, broke and damaged from a life of abuse and neglect. Born of an American mother and an Indian immigrant

couple, which leads to…the kiss. And then more. Which is bad. The last thing Jackie wants is for this business arrangement to get complicated, and it’s definitely getting complicated. But it’s also getting harder and harder to remind

father, Asha was raised as an Indian woman by a foster family after the death of her natural parents when she was little more than a baby. She's spent her entire life under the control of others until finally breaking free two years

herself that falling for Daniel would be a colossal mistake. A mistake her heart, unfortunately, seems more than willing to make…

earlier, and she's determined to keep her freedom, even if it means she has to struggle to survive. But when she meets Kade Harrison, her resolve is tested. After Kade helps her through a bad situation, she finds herself beginning

SECRETS OF THE PLAYBOY'S BRIDE Leanne Banks 2017-09-19 【A story by USA Today bestselling author becomes a comic!】Leonardo Grant is a magnate in the maritime shipping business...and also the man who framed and

to trust Kade as she's never trusted a man before. Kade is everything she always thought a man should be, but can she lose herself in him completely when she knows she's damaged and confused.

killed Calista’s father! To take back the fortune that Leo stole from her family, Calista devises a plan to charm and marry him. Although everything appears to be working incredibly well, she begins to realize there is a problem?her

The Church Celia Aaron 2018-06-06 Trapped. Beaten. Broken. Adam destroyed himself to save me. At first, I doubt if I have the strength to go on. But with every second that passes, I seethe and curse the Prophet. My time as a

attraction to him as they spend more and more time together. She knows she cannot fall for him! Calista’s conflicting feelings may not be entirely clear to Leo, but his insatiable lust for her is plain as day!

Maiden is over. I refuse to be a toy in his game any longer. But there's always more ways for the Prophet to get to me, to use me, and to keep me under his influence. Will I be strong enough to break free?

For Better or Worse Lauren Layne 2016-08-30 Will a budding wedding planner and her bad boy neighbor stop banging heads and start hearing wedding bells in the sexy second novel in USA TODAY bestselling author Lauren

The Billionaire's Angel Ivy Layne 2017-09-07 Gage Winters has finally come home, but home has never felt so far away. His family is freezing him out, he can¿t get used to civilian life, and ever since he escaped the terrorist cell

Layne’s irresistible new series that marries Sex and the City with The Wedding Planner? When small-town girl Heather Fowler finally gets promoted from assistant to actual wedding planner, she’s determined to make it as one of

that kidnapped him, he hasn¿t been able to sleep. Until he meets her. The first time he sees Sophie, Gage thinks she¿s an angel come to earth. Then he spies the full curves hiding beneath her innocent white nightgown and

Manhattan’s elite Wedding Belles. Unfortunately, her first client demands an opulent black-tie affair at the Plaza…in five months’ time. Heather’s days quickly become a flurry of cake tastings, dress-fittings, RSVP cards, and bridal

knows Sophie is no angel. She might just be his salvation, but only if Gage can convince her to let down her guard. Sophie has secrets lurking in her green eyes, secrets that threaten their fragile connection and could claim

tantrums. But what she’s really losing sleep over is the live music blaring from her playboy neighbor’s apartment all night. Five years ago, Josh Tanner was an up-and-comer on Wall Street, complete with the penthouse and the

Sophie¿s life. Home was supposed to be safe, but now Gage is in the fight of his life - to save the woman he¿s claimed as his own and take back the life that was meant to be his before he loses everything.

migraines. But a grim cancer diagnosis made him realize there is more to life than the corner office. If only he could convince his pretty, workaholic neighbor to let loose, too. As Heather lets down her guard, Josh is surprised when

Crave Monica Murphy 2013-08-06 New York Times bestselling author Monica Murphy launches her sexy Billionaire Bachelors Club series with a lavish bet, a night of carnal desires, and a forever that never seemed possible.

he starts falling for the sweet, vulnerable woman hiding beneath those power suits. Soon, it’s Heather’s turn to convince Josh to take the biggest risk of all: love.

Billionaire Archer Bancroft always gets what he wants—and he's wanted Ivy Emerson, his best friend's sister, for far too long. Being forbidden and untouchable only makes her more tempting. When a million-dollar bet with his

The Wedding Rescue Ivy Layne 2018-12-02 She thinks she's not his type. He's determined to prove her wrong.Leigha Carmichael is used to the quiet life. A junior accountant by day, she knows girls like her don't have exciting

friends throws down a challenge—last bachelor standing takes all—Archer knows he can win. That is, until one enchanted evening with Ivy takes his heart for a ride. Ivy knows Archer is nothing but bad news: infuriating, arrogant . .

lives. She's smart, shy and her curvy body doesn't fit in among the beauty queens of Las Vegas. Still reeling from her ex-boyfriend's betrayal, Leigha's sworn off all men. Except she has a huge problem, and only the right man can

. and completely intoxicating. But despite her best efforts, she can't seem to keep away. When a stolen kiss leads to a night of heated passion, Ivy realizes she's in trouble and in head over heels. But in the light of day, everything

solve it.The moment he sees her across a crowded bar, Dylan Kane knows he wants her. And Dylan Kane always gets what he wants. Especially when the object of his desire is sitting in his own casino. She's nothing like the

seems clearer, and Archer's not so sure a one-night stand is all he wants. Concocting a plan to keep Ivy by his side, Archer might just be willing to lose this bet . . . and win the jackpot instead. An Avon Romance

skinny, overly made up women he's used to. From her clear gray eyes to her luscious curves, Leigha is the real thing. Exactly the change of pace he's been looking for. And even better, she needs something from him. With the

The Stubborn Suitor Alexa Wilder 2016-02-03 Cami Hendricks has a lot on her plate. She's a single mom, works full-time, and her ex is a nightmare. Plus, every time she sees her mother, Cami has to tolerate her jabs about her

bargain he has in mind, they'll both get exactly what they want.In the few days she's his, Dylan plans to take control of every delectable inch of Leigha's body. But when the weekend is over, will he be able to let her go?

weight. As if all that wasn't enough, the first guy Cami thinks she might really like seems to be playing games with her. His hot and cold attitude is not what she needs, especially with her ex playing hardball for full custody of her

Megan's Mark Lora Leigh 2006 In a world where genetically altered Breeds and humans coexist, sheriff's deputy Megan Fields, gifted with the ability to feel other peoples' emotions, must team up with sensual Braden Arness, a

daughter. Drew Sloane is torn - he can't get Cami out of his mind. Ever since he met her at a party, all he can think of is her beautiful face and her luscious body. But the timing couldn't be worse. Before he can dedicate himself to

Feline Breed, to investigate a series of mysterious murders. Original.

winning Cami, Drew has a delicate personal situation he has to clear up. Now that Cami has lost all trust in him, can he convince her that she's all he wants? BOOK ONE EXCERPT: She allowed him to lead her towards the

Once Upon a Billionaire Jessica Clare 2014-04-15 The wedding of the century sets the stage for an unexpected romance as one repressed royal falls for his assistant in this novel in the Billionaire Boys Club series. As a member of

beach, where they both sat down in the sand and stared out at the ocean. Or rather, it was Cami who was staring out at the ocean. After a moment, she realized that Drew was staring at her. She turned her eyes towards him, and

the royal family in a small European country, Griffin Verdi’s presence is requested at the wedding of the century. The scholarly billionaire feels out of his depth in social situations, so a good assistant is required—especially when

her breath caught at the his hungry look. One moment they were staring at each other, the next, they were kissing. Cami didn't know how it started, but what she did know was that Drew's lips were suddenly on her own, hard and

dealing with royal etiquette. Unfortunately for Griffin, he’s stuck with Maylee Meriweather, a pretty, charming, and thoroughly unsuitable woman who doesn’t know a thing about high society—but she sure can kiss. Her lack of polish

hungry, his tongue seeking entrance into her mouth. For a split second, Cami froze. She had not been with a man since her divorce and hadn't planned on being with one now. But Drew had been so sweet, and he was so sexy,

may sink Griffin, because after all, even his money can’t buy class. But through Maylee’s eyes, he’s starting to appreciate the simple things in life—if simple means the most complicated woman he’s ever met. Maylee is everything

and his lips felt delicious against her own. So Cami finally allowed herself to relax, leaning into the kiss and opening her mouth to let him in.

Griffin isn’t—and everything he wants—if he can let down his guard and step outside his sheltered world...

The Rebel Billionaire Ivy Layne 2017-03-17 We said we could do casual. We swore we wouldn't fall in love. We lied. Charlie I didn't buy my house just so I could stare at the guy next door. I swear. It's not my fault he mows the

Mya's Pride: A Billionaire's Club Novel C. L. Donley 2018-08-26 Follow-up to the successful debut, Amara's Calling! Mya McIntosh is attending the wedding of the year as the maid of honor to her best friend Amara Davis, the

lawn with his shirt off. His tattooed muscles are an eye magnet. I can't look away. The first kiss is an accident. One taste and I have to have more. We were supposed to keep it casual. Neighbors with benefits. No big deal. When

former employee and wife of billionaire social media mogul Grayson Davis. A dazzling destination wedding in Spain seems like the perfect setting for Mya to finally lose this pesky virginity of hers, but her prospects don't look

a client comes after me for turning him into the FBI, Lucas swears he'll keep me safe. I'm not supposed to fall in love with him. That's not the deal. I'm walking straight into broken heart and I can't stop myself. Lucas My new

promising. Amara has high hopes that Mya could land one of Grayson's billionaire best friends but Mya isn't so sure, especially when it comes to Grayson's obnoxious business partner Dale Abernathy. After a few awkward

neighbor is a nightmare. Or a wet dream. Charlotte Winters, the crown princess of the Winters clan. It shouldn't be hard to keep my distance. We have nothing in common. I grew up not knowing where my next meal was coming

moments, bad first impressions, a ton of assumptions and a sexy interlude on top of a hill, Mya's search for Mr. Right Now lands her somewhere she least expected: in love.

from. She grew up with a personal chef. But Charlie isn't what I expected. It's not just that she's funny, and determined, and sexy as hell. She's vulnerable. She's in danger. And she turns to fire in my arms. One kiss and I'm in too
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deep to walk away. I have no business being friends with a woman like her, much less claiming a place in her bed. Too f*king bad. Now that I've had a taste of Charlie, I'm not giving her up. Not until I have to. Even if it destroys

Until Summer. I was supposed to keep an eye on her, not take her to bed. Once I had her where I wanted her, I couldn't let her go. I'm going to have to move heaven and Earth to win her back.And that's the easy part.With the

us both.

Russian mob after us and her father dragging us to hell¿I don't just have to win her back, I have to keep her alive.

The Wedding Rescue, Complete Series Alexa Wilder 2016-02-03 She thinks she's not his type. He's determined to prove her wrong. Leigha Carmichael is used to the quiet life. A junior accountant by day, she knows girls like her

Slow Surrender Cecilia Tan 2014-08-26 He pushes her sexual boundaries . . . From the moment waitress Karina meets him in a New York bar, she knows James is different. Daring. Dominating. Though he hides his true identity

don't have exciting lives. She's smart, shy and her curvy body doesn't fit in among the beauty queens of Las Vegas. Still reeling from her ex-boyfriend's betrayal, Leigha's sworn off all men. Except she has a huge problem, and

from her, the mysterious, wealthy businessman anticipates her every desire and fulfills her secret fantasies. Awakened by his touch, Karina discovers a wild side she hadn't known existed and nothing is off limits. She aches for

only the right man can solve it. The moment he sees her across a crowded bar, Dylan Kane knows he wants her. And Dylan Kane always gets what he wants. Especially when the object of his desire is sitting in his own casino.

more . . . What begins as an erotic game soon escalates to a power play that blurs the line between pleasure and pain. Even as she capitulates to James's sensual demands, Karina craves more. She wants his heart, his soul. She

She's nothing like the skinny, overly made up women he's used to. From her clear gray eyes to her luscious curves, Leigha is the real thing. Exactly the change of pace he's been looking for. And even better, she needs something

wants his love . . . and she'll break all the rules to get it.

from him. With the bargain he has in mind, they'll both get exactly what they want. In the few days she's his, Dylan plans to take control of every delectable inch of Leigha's body. But when the weekend is over, will he be able to let

Escorting the Billionaire Leigh James 2017-11-15 Love don’t cost a thing… except everything. When billionaire mogul James Preston hires an escort as a date for his brother’s wedding, he knows he’s taking a risk. One thing he

her go? BOOK ONE EXCERPT:I saw her across a crowded room. It's such a cliché, especially for me. I see beautiful women across crowded rooms all the time. The Delecta was my casino, and she was sitting at my bar. It's hard

won’t be taking? The escort’s clothes off. He just wants a date—not a girlfriend. Not a relationship. No strings. No ties. No games. No sex. He has his reasons. He lost someone he loved, and isn’t interested in trying again. Too

to say what made me stop. She wasn't a showgirl or a model, and nothing like the tall, skinny, overly made up women I was accustomed to. No, she was something else. She was real. When was the last time I'd had real? Real

many opportunities for mistakes or worse, heartbreak. Audrey Reynolds became a high-end escort to keep her brother in his expensive group home. James Preston is the client of her dreams—he’s offering to pay her more money

curves, generous enough to have her hips straining the seams of her navy blue dress. Real tits. Had to be. They were soft and full, even from a distance. They, too, strained against her dress. Mouthwatering. And her lips. A plump

for two weeks than she’s ever made before. But James is... difficult. He’s gorgeous, troubled and all too human for Audrey's business-like tastes. Determined to complete her assignment and collect the money, Audrey tries to play

bow, ready to open for me. I had to see more.

by James’s rules. But before she knows what's happening, he's rewriting the contract. When Audrey ends up in James’s bed, he realizes that she’s everything he’s wanted… and everything he’s been running from.

Bad Billionaires Elise Faber 2019-06-03 Bad Night Stand The man had seemed so innocent in the bar—hot, hard, and possessing a butt that I wanted to bite like the last chocolate chip cookie in my stash. Of course, he’d also

The Temptation Trap, Complete Series Alexa Wilder 2016-03-20 Emma Wright is in over her head. Three months ago her life was perfect: amazing job, shiny new MBA, great friends. When her job turns into a nightmare overnight,

skipped town, leaving me woefully unsatisfied. That was before the news of a failed IUD. Before the plus sign. Before Jordan showed back up determined to make that night up to me. I didn’t want a baby or a payday or a sexy,

Emma feels like her life is going down the tubes. The only bright spot is her hot new boyfriend. He's the man of her wildest dreams; sexy, smart, sweet, and a master of her body between the sheets. He can't seem to get enough

stubborn man in my life. I wanted to go back in time and pretend none of it had happened. Unfortunately, my life had become all about that plus sign . . . and there wasn’t a damn thing I could do about it. Bad Breakup The first

of her full-figured curves, so it's too bad she's starting to think he's keeping dangerous secrets. Axel Sinclair likes control. At work, at home, in bed. He gets what he wants, and he never loses. Not until he meets Emma Wright, and

sign of trouble was the rough, masculine voice. The second was the Scottish accent. God, Cecelia loved Scottish accents. Colin McGregor was her every fantasy come to life. And Cecelia had been in love with him. Twice. Then

she turns his well-ordered life upside down. Emma was supposed to be a job - getting his hands all over her luscious body was only a bonus. Before he knows it, Axel is in deep. Axel is sure Emma's guilty as hell. Can he do his

had her heart broken. Twice. Well, the third time wasn’t the charm and CeCe wasn’t going to be stupid about Colin. Not again. Not now that she knew better. But had anyone informed Colin of that fact? Bad Husband Heather

job and bring her down? Or will he follow his heart and claim her for his own?

O’Keith is the biggest, baddest female CEO around. Known for being tough as nails, fair to a fault, and a shark when it comes to securing contracts for her business, RoboTech, she’s also lonely. Not that she would tell anyone

Engaging the Billionaire Ivy Layne 2017-11-28 If we can't outrun the past, we won't have a future. The rock on her hand is real, but our engagement is a fake. Once upon a time, I dreamed of buying her a ring, until everything blew

else that . . . least of all one Clay Steele—sexy, smart, cold, and a man with a business acumen that both matches and sometimes surpasses her own. But then Heather realizes that she may not be the only lonely one. The big lug

up in my face. That was the past, and this is business. At least, it is until I kiss her. It's supposed to be part of the act - and it is - right until my lips touch hers. I forget where we are. I forget why I'm kissing her. I just want more.

who seems to enjoy tormenting her in the business world also has a soft side. And when that part of him is wholly directed at her, she gets stupid. Stupid finds her waking up hungover and naked in Clay’s bed. With a giant

More of her taste, more of the tug of her fingers in my hair as she pulls me closer. More of her tongue stroking mine, more of her breath in my lungs. Just more. I want everything. Annalise is more than a client. More than my ex.

diamond ring. On her left hand. Oh lord, what has she done? Bad Date: A Never Before Released Novella Blind dates were the absolute worst. Awkward, filled to the brim with small talk, and they never, ever worked out. Kay knew

She could be my future. If I can't keep her safe, I won't lose her to the past, I'll lose her forever. Engaging the Billionaire is a standalone romance with a happy ending. It's the eighth book in the Scandals of the Bad Boy Billionaires

all that. Yet for some reason, she still had agreed to let Heather set her up. Maybe it was because Heather O’Keith had rescued her when some idiot had dropped half a Venti Frappuccino on her laptop, saving her nearly-

series and reveals more about the notorious Winters family. You can read it on its own, everything you need to know is explained, but once you get a taste you'll want to read the others;}

completed novel and befriending her in the process. Maybe Heather was just a force to be reckoned with. Or maybe, it was because Kay had serious pushover tendencies. But when the date came, Kay found herself alone at a

Tell Me You're Mine J S Scott 2020-12 A chance encounter between a secretive billionaire and a plus-size PR expert could be the perfect solution to both their problems - or a delicious scandal in the making - in New York Times

table for almost an hour before she called it quits. She’d been stood up. Yup, that was just perfect. Her night was shot, she was behind on her word count, but then . . . she quite literally ran into tall, dark, and handsome outside

best-selling author J. S. Scott's new British Billionaires series....I am the type of woman who always plays it safe. In my professional life as a public relations "fixer", and in my personal life, especially when it comes to the opposite

the restaurant. One look at him and Kay thought that perhaps her night might be salvaged after all. Until she discovered tall, dark, and handsome was a jerk. Until she discovered that jerk was her missing blind date—her rude and

sex. Really, who needs the wild highs and the I-want-to-die-because-he-left-me lows of a relationship? At least, that's what I thought...until I met him. Damian No-Last-Name-Given is sexy as sin, and I'd developed some kind of

insufferable date who blew right by her as if she didn’t exist. What. The. Hell?

weird, instant attraction to him the moment he settled his chiseled body next to mine on a flight from London to Los Angeles. His sexy British accent did crazy things to my previously dormant female hormones, which had

The Dirty Billionaire Trilogy Meghan March 2021-10-01 New York Times best-selling author Meghan March brings you the complete Dirty Billionaire Trilogy under one cover! Have you been missing obsessive and possessive

eventually led me to do the most impulsive thing I'd ever done in my entire life. I kissed him while everyone else in business class was sleeping. Or had he kissed me? All I knew was that we were both very willing participants, and

billionaires? Find out why over a million readers love Creighton Karas! He answers to no one and is denied nothing. He leads his company like a marauder, rampaging through financial markets and scores of women worldwide until

that panty-melting embrace had rocked my entire world while it was happening. Unfortunately, that moment of spontaneity would haunt me once I found out Mr. British Hottie's true identity. He'd held his last name back for a

the unthinkable sets in... boredom. At least, until he meets a southern spitfire who disappears after an explosive one-night stand. He will stop at nothing to find her, and when he does, he plans on making her the next Mrs.

reason. Oh no, I couldn't make some once-in-a-lifetime misstep with an ordinary businessman. When I screwed up, it had to be one for the record books, and it had to happen with one of the most powerful men in the world. And,

Creighton Karas. Rising country star Holly Wix isn’t ready for Creighton Karas, but he’ll take her on the ride of a lifetime to find their happily ever after.

oh yeah, he also absolutely had to be the biggest man-whore on the planet. Once I knew the truth, I could have easily convinced myself that the kiss wasn't all that earthshattering - if Damian Lancaster hadn't boldly swaggered into

The Billionaire’s Secret Heart Ivy Layne 2016-06-21 Josephine: It was the worst blind date in the history of the universe, until Holden Winters swept in and rescued me. Are you kidding? Holden Winters?A scion of the notorious

my office the very next day to apologize, and to make me a business offer I couldn't possibly refuse.... Goodbye sanity; hello madness.

Winters family, Holden is gorgeous, wealthy, and brilliant. He dates socialites and pop stars, not computer science grad students more comfortable in a hoodie than couture. Our night together was a fantasy…and a huge mistake.

The Temptation Trap Ivy Layne 2018-12-02 Emma Wright is in over her head. Three months ago her life was perfect: amazing job, shiny new MBA, great friends. When her job turns into a nightmare overnight, Emma feels like her

Holden: I don't usually steal other guy's dates. I don't have to. A look is all it takes, and the women fall over themselves to get to me. Then I saw Josephine, sitting with her dweeb of a date, just waiting for a man who could

life is going down the tubes. The only bright spot is her hot new boyfriend. He¿s the man of her wildest dreams; sexy, smart, sweet, and a master of her body between the sheets. He can't seem to get enough of her full-figured

appreciate her lush curves and sharp brain. When she ghosted on me, I shouldn't have been so shocked, but women never walk away from me. Josephine thought she could call the shots - she didn't realize that a Winters man

curves, so it's too bad she's starting to think he¿s keeping dangerous secrets. Axel Sinclair likes control. At work, at home, in bed. He gets what he wants, and he never loses. Not until he meets Emma Wright, and she turns his

always gets what he wants. And I wanted her. The Billionaire’s Secret Heart is a standalone romance with a happy ending. It’s the first in the Scandals of the Bad Boy Billionaire’s series, and introduces the notorious men of the

well-ordered life upside down. Emma was supposed to be a job - getting his hands all over her luscious body was only a bonus. Before he knows it, Axel is in deep. Axel is sure Emma¿s guilty as hell. Can he do his job and bring

Winters family. You can read it on its own, but you might want to read the others once you get a taste of the Winters men ;}

her down? Or will he follow his heart and claim her for his own?

Intoxicated Monica Murphy 2014-06-17 New York Times bestselling author Monica Murphy wraps up her sexy Billionaire Bachelors Club series with a wedding to remember. But this time, they're not bachelors anymore, and the

Meet Jon, the Billionaire Laura Olsen 2021-10-26 So I enter this tennis tournament almost by accident... and get paired with a guy with the hottest buns. And I know all about hot buns - I work in a bakery. Our first date ends in the

groom … is one of them. It's Gage and Marina's wedding day, but wedded bliss seems a long way off: Ivy's just gone into labor, Marina's missing her matron of honor, and Bryn's giving Matt the silent treatment. It's up to Archer,

backseat of his limo and I find out that his perfect suit hides a perfect body. And I also find out that his billion-dollar empire wants the same corner lot my bakery needs to survive. I finally meet a perfect guy and he turns out to be

Gage, and Matt to make sure this day goes off without a hitch. But between brides and babies, there's the not-so-little issue of the million-dollar bet to attend to. If only they can figure out who won … and who's paying up. Is

my worst enemy! But I have an advantage - he doesn't know that I know about him. Or does he? Playing pretend is so easy when he showers me with gifts and attention. And when he kisses me and holds me in his arms I don't

everyone a winner? Or will someone leave broke—and brokenhearted?

have to pretend at all. Despite all this, there is no way I am letting him win. When my family's future is at stake, there are no rules. But I still can't stop thinking about that fateful day... The day I met Jon, the Billionaire. No cheating,

The Barbarian's Stolen Bride Jenika Snow 2021-04-30 I was known as Fenrir the Destroyer, the taker of lives and castles, a brutal Viking warrior in the Kingdom of Kaldir. My kingdom.My name traveled far and wide, and those

no cliffhangers. HEA guaranteed!

who heard it knew their place... accepted their fear above all else.I had riches beyond measure, my followers countless and loyal. But I was missing the most crucial part of my reign, of my ruling.A wife. My queen. A mother to my

Carnal Alpha Olivia T Turner 2020-04-28 It was love at first growl.I was drawn to this small Montana town from across the country.But trouble was drawn to me as soon as I stepped into Blackcloud Point.Luckily, one of the rugged

warrior sons and princess daughters.But there's only one female who tempted my eye and made me yearn for more. And for years I coveted her and her alone, waited until I could provide for her without fail.My Prima.She'd once

locals stepped up to protect me.When I saw Cameron Bowen I just knew.Maybe it was the territorial way he looked at me.Or, his possessive touch.It could have been his obsessive need to protect and keep me safe.Or, the way he

been a young sapling barely reaching my thighs, but she'd grown into a mature woman full of curves that made me ache. She was the female I knew would make my filthiest fantasies come true.Prima was so small, tiny compared

kept calling me his.He's a true alpha. Growly, and demanding, and obsessive, and so irresistible.And now I'm in a new sort of trouble.But trouble has never been so much fun...

to me, and every protective instinct I had rose up with a vengeance strong enough to level anything in its path. I'd always protect her without fail.She was mine, no matter what.And when timid, inexperienced Prima was finally

Compromising the Billionaire Ivy Layne 2018-04-23 It's hard to believe the sweet blond is a stone cold criminal.Those lavender eyes. Her lush mouth.That body.I won't be taken in by a sweet pair of tits and long legs.She's after my

brought to me-my conquest after years of being alone-I was a selfish bastard and wouldn't deny myself from claiming her.In the end, she'd surrender. Because beneath her uncertainty and innocence was a wildfire I was ready to

company. She's after me.You know what they say about enemies.I need her close so I can figure out exactly what she's up to.It's all business, I swear.The more I'm with her, the harder she is to resist.She's an ice sculpture of a

let burn me alive.

woman: perfect and untouchable.But I see the spark in her eyes, the fire beneath the surface.I need her to ignite. Just for me.What do I do when I discover the truth? She's everything I suspected her of and worse.But the real

The Courtship Maneuver Ivy Layne 2018-12-02 Chloe Henson is in love with her boss. Completely, totally, head over heels in love. She knows he doesn't feel the same way - she doesn't expect him too. Sam Logan is successful

shock?She's not the villain in this story.I am.Somehow I have to find a way to make it right before I lose the best thing that's ever happened to me.

and wealthy, and he only dates supermodels. When he could have any woman in Las Vegas, why would he want his shy, abundantly curvy assistant? Determined to ignore her heart, Chloe puts her feelings on hold. But when her

Tucker's Fall Eliza Gayle 2013-01-04 Night Owl Reviews TOP PICK - I really enjoyed this story and look forward to reading more..." Scandalized professor Maggie Cisco returns to her hometown to lick her wounds and reconsider

brother disappears, and she ends up in the cross-hairs of the Russian mob, she has nowhere to turn. Except to Sam. Sam Logan has a problem. He has a thing for his assistant, but he knows he can't act on it. Chloe's the best

her future. Her years of personal and professional research into the BDSM lifestyle has landed her in jail, in divorce court and now in the headlines of more newspapers than she cares to count. The worst of all? The entire debacle

assistant he's ever had, and over the three years they've worked together, she's become his best friend. Chloe is so shy, he knows one wrong move will send her running. When her irresponsible brother rips off a mob boss and

is being blamed on a bestselling book she hasn't even read! Just when she thinks her only solution is a tell all memoir, a snowstorm puts her in the path of stunningly handsome, insanely rich and equally intense, Tucker Lewis.

vanishes, Chloe is in danger, and Sam's tired of waiting to make his move. The best way to keep her safe is to make her his. But with bullets flying and betrayal around every corner, can Sam convince Chloe that this is more than

Tucker remembers Maggie well. They once shared a mind-numbing kiss at the annual St. Mary's carnival when her boyfriend wasn't looking. No stranger to scandal, he looks past public opinion to the submissive craving a master's

just a fling?

touch and decides then and there what he wants. He's going after Maggie and her heart's kinkiest desires. Unfortunately, no amount of money can change the sins of the past and when they're certain they know everything there is

Unraveled Ivy Layne 2018-10-04 SummerEvers Sinclair is dangerous. One flash of that teasing smile, and I know he's going to ruin me. He makes my body shiver and my brain melt. He's also a huge mistake. Girls like me don't

to know about each other, one discovers a secret they aren't prepared for.

land guys like Evers. But every time he knocks on my door, I let him in. I thought we understood each other. I thought we were playing the same game. I was wrong. EversI've never had a problem mixing business with pleasure.
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